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Dominance 

Beauty contest 

"' Consider the following game among 100 people. Each ind ividua l selects a number, 
5;, be~n20and60 

"' Let a_; be t~e average of the number selected by the other 99 people. i.e. 2 ,. _ cO 
,_, ~ l.:,,," ~ Si. --::"-< 

• The o<ili<y fooc<ioo of ,he iodi,idoal; is 0;(s,,,_,) ~ 100-(s, - j,_,)' ~f ~ Jo..-J 
- ---- ,?. 

~ 
Beauty contest a!&-.,. -z.0· _.1,a-;)==o 

'6Si z:.. 
"' Eachindividualmaximizeshisutility, FOC: 

- 2(s; - ~a_;) =0 

Beauty contest 

"' Eachindividualmaximizeshisutility, FOC: 

- 2(s; - ~a 

"' Individuals would prefer to select a number that is exactly equal to 1.5 times the 
average of the others 



Beauty contest 

.. Each individual maximizes his utility, FOC: 

-2(s,- ~a- ,) = 0 

.. Individuals would prefer to select a number that is exactly equal to 1.5 times the 
average of the others 

.. That is they would like to chooses; = j ,1- ; 

Beauty contest 

.. Each individual maximizes his ut ility, FOC: 

.. Individuals would prefer to select a number that is exactly equal to 1.5 times the 
average of the others 

Beauty contest 

.. Eachindividualmaximizeshisutility, FOC: 

- 2(s; - ~,1- ;) = 0 

.. Individuals would prefer to select a number that is exactly equal to 1.5 times the 
average of the others 

.. That is they would liketochooses; = ¾a-; 

.. buta_, e j20.60] 

.. Therefore ~ dominatedby ~ 

Beauty contest 

.. Thesamegoesforany number between 20 (inclus ive) and3ll{not included) 

Beauty contest 

l >>Z--( o»u;, 
o~rz.z, 

>,;~,2'!) 

.. Thesamegoesforany number between 20 (inclusive) and 30 (not included) 

.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else wi ll select a number J 
,,,_, ~ (i,.,_,'[30601) - .id.ie-1''1,S ~ 

Z. L , 

Beauty contest 

.. Thesamegoesforany number between 20 (inclus ive) and 30 (not included) 

.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else wi ll select a number 
between30and60(i.e .. a_;E (30. 60]) 

.. Play;ng_a number betwee~(not including) would be strictly dominated 
byplaymgJ,:i. 

Beauty contest 

.. Thesamegoes for,rny number between 20 (inclus ive) and 30 (not included) 

.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else wi ll select a number 
between30and60(i.e .. a_;E (30. 60]) 

.. Playing a number between 30 and 45 (not including) would be strictly dominated 
byplaying45 

.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else wi ll select a number ,7 
,,_,~(,, ~ 1 V?}~-ieLro7. s I so.) 



Beauty contest 

.. Thes.imegoesforany number between 20 (inclusive) and 30 (not included) 

.. Knowing this, all individua ls believe that everyone else wi ll select a number 
between30and60(i.e .. a _; E (30.60]) 

.. Playing a number between 30 and 45 (not including) would be strictly dominated 
byplaying45 

.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else wi ll select a number 
between45and60(i.e.,a- , E (45.60]) 

.. 60 wpyld dominate any other selection and the refore all the players se lect 60. 

Beauty contest 

.. Thes.imegoesforany number between 20 (inclus ive) and 30 (not included) 

.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else wi ll select a number 
between30and60(i.e .. a _; E (30.60]) 

.. Playing a number between 30 and 45 (not including) would be strictly dominated 
byplaying45 

.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else wi ll select a number 
between45and60(i.e.,a- , E (45.60]) 

.. 60would dominate any other selection and therefore all the players se lect 60. 
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Weakly dominated strategies 

~ 
~ 

.. There is no strictly dominated strategy 

.. There is no strictly dominated strategy 

.. HOY11ever, C a lways gives at least the s.ime uti li ty to player I as B 

.. There is no strictly dominated strategy 

.. HOY11ever, C a lways gives at least the s.ime uti li ty to player I as B 

.. It's tempting to think player I would never play C 

.. There is no strictly dominated st rategy 

.. HOY11ever, C a lways gives at least the s.ime uti lity to player I as B 

.. It's tempting to think player I would never play C 

.. HOY11ever, if player 1 is sure that player two is going to play a he would be 
completely indifferent between playing B or C 



Definition 
~~~ominates .!i,.if f~re mategy profi les, ~ · 

~ u;(~;. s- ;uju;(j , s- ;) 

andthere isat leastoneopponentstrategyprolile ~ E S-; forwhich 

"' Given the assumptions we have, we can not elimi n.ite a ""!:akly dominated st r.itegy 

... Given the assumptions we have, we can not el iminate a weakly domina ted st rategy 

"' R.1t ionalityisnotenough 

... Given the assumptions we have, we can not el imi nate a weakly dominated st rategy 

"' R.1t ionalityisnotenough 

"' Even so, it sounds "logical" to do so and hasthepotentialtogreatlysimplifya 
game 

"' Given the assumptions we have. we can not elimi nate a weakly domina ted strategy 

... Rat ionality is not enough 

"' Even so, itwunds "logical" to do so and hasthepotentialto greatlysimpl ify a 
game 

"' There is a problem, and that is that the order in which we eliminate the st rategies 

"' If we eliminate B ( C dominates weakly) , then a weakly dominates b a nd we can 
eliminate b and therefore player l would never play A. This leads to the result 
(C, a) . 

"' lfwe eliminate B (C dominates weakly) , then a weakly dominates band we can 
eliminate b and therefore player l would never play A. This leads to the result 
(C, a) . 

"' If on the other hand. we notice that A is also weakly dominated by C then we can 
eliminate it in the first round, and this would eliminate ain the second round and 
therefore B would be eliminated . This wou ld result in (C , b) 
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Nash equilibr ium 

Remember the definition of competit ive equilibrium in a market economy. 

Definition 
A competitive equ ilibrium in a market economy is a vector of prices and baskets x; 
such that: l)x; maximizestheutility ofeachindividual 5iventhe pricevector;.e 

2)themarketsempty 

~ 1) means that given the pr ices, indiv;duals haveno;ncentivetodemand a 
different amount 

~ l) means that given the pr ices, ind iv iduals haveno;ncentivetodemand a 
different amount 

~ The idea ;5 to extend this concept to stra tegic situat ions 

We denote BR;(s_;) (bestresponse)asthesetofstrategiesof individual ithat 
maximize her ut il;ty given that other individuals follow the strategy profiles_; 
Formally, 

Best response 

We denote BR;(s_,) (bestresponse)asthesetofstrategiesof individual ithat 
maximize her ut il;ty given that other individuals follow the strategy profiles_; 
Formally, 

Definition 
Given a st rategy profileofopponentss_;, we can define the best responseofpla)'<'r i· 



Best response 

We denote BR;(s_ ;) (best response) ;is t he set of str;itegies of individu;i l i th;it 
maximize her ut ility given that other individuals follow the strategy profi le s_; 
Formally, 

Definition 
Gi ven ;i st rategy profileofopponentss_;, we can define the best response of player i · 

"' s; E BR;(s_;) if and only if u;(s;, s_;) 2! u;{s/, s_;) fOf all sf E 5; 

"' There could be mul tiple strateRies in BRjC s ,) but all such stra tegies give the 
sameutili tytoplayerjiftheopponents;i rerndeedplayingaccOfdingtos_; 

Nash equilibrium 

Nash equilibrium 

Definition 
Suppose that we have a ga me(/= {1, 2 . .. . n), 51, . . , Sn , u1 , •• , un) . Then a 
stra tegy profiles' = (sj . . s~) is;i pure strategy N;ish equilibr ium iffOfevery i, 
s/ E BR;(s.:;) 

"' Analogous tothatof acompet itiveequili brium in the sense that nobody has 
unilateral incentives to deviate 

Nash equilibrium 

Definition 
Suppose that we have a ga me(/ = {1, 2 .. . . n), 5 1 , . . , Sn , u1, .. , un) . Then a 
stra tegy profiles' = (sj , . s~) isa pure strategy Nash equilibrium if for every i, 
s/ E BR;(s.:;) 

"' Analogous tothatof acompet itiveequili brium in the sense that nobody has 
unilateral incentives to deviate 

"' oncethisequilibriumisreached, nobody has incentives tomove fromthere 

Nash equilibrium 

Definition 
Supposeth;itweh;iveaga me(l = {l , 2, , n). 51, , Sn , ui , ,un). Then a 
stra tegy profiles· = (sj, . .. , s~) is a pure st rategy Nash equilibr ium if fOf every 1, 
s/ E BR,{s.:,J 

"' Analogous tothatof a compet itiveequilibrium in t he sense that nobody has 
unil;iteralincent ivesto deviate 

"' oncethisequilibrium isreached. nobody has incentives tomovefromthere 

"' This is a concept of stability, but there is noway to ensure, or predict, tha t t he 
gamewillreachthisequilibrium 
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Some examples 

>;.t11ll,~c) ~ s:,s..,)~ll(f,s.i) 
~~,nt.: G-i) 



Beauty contest 

.. ;,~~5~::::~e2~o~:~:t;g_ game among 2 people. Each individual 5elect5 a number 

Beauty contest 

.. lets_; be t he number5elected by the other individual. 

Beauty contest 

.. ;,~:~::::~;~o~::t;g game among 2 people. Each indiv;dual 5elect5 a number . 

.. lets_; bethenumber5electedby theotherindividual 

Beauty contest 

The best respon5eof.in ind ividual is given by 

s;(L;)" = {~5-, if 5-; :-::; 40 
60 1fL;> 40 

The Nash equ il ibrium is where both BR functions intersect (i.e., when both play 60) 

Prisoner's dilemma 

Prisoner's dilemma 

l<t,~~,c.,)::.UC
t<i.~•'~)· NL 

C NC 
C 5,5 0,10 

NC 10,0 2,2 

The best respon5e functions are 

~ R;(L;) C { NC ;f , _, C C J 
NC ,fs ; NC 

~:~ t;t ;~u)i;ibrium is where both BR functions intersect (i.e., when both play NC. 

Prisoner's dilemma - A trick 

Best respon5eofl to2 playing c "SI J 
C NC ,(IJC,IIC-/ 

C 5.5 0 lQ 
_., NC ~ .0 zi 

(t,<,AJCJ II) Ol> 0.'P. 

Vi~,WJ /L)1 ~o,60) 

K-e... (5.o) ~ '3 0 
t)J w w \ _:;;, LJ, (_'W, Lo J---.:o S, 'n 6<'> e: I NeP111 o 5, 

\..'. ' , J l}Nt lA~lZ..--kf e-J ,1 
l)eS>vtA-ILSE Pc- (?y2 0 



Prisoner's dilemma - A trick 

Best response of I to2 playing NC 

Prisoner's dilemma - A trick 

Best responseof2 to I playing C 

Prisoner's dilemma - A trick 

Best responseof2 to 1 playing NC 

NC 
C 5,5 0.10 

NC lQ,0 2..2 

NC 
C 5,5 0.lQ 

NC lQ,0 2..2 

NC 
C 5,5 0,lQ 

NC li! ,0 2.,2. 

When underlined for both players. it is a Nash equil ibrium (both are doing their BR) 

Battle of the sexes 

Battle of the sexes 

Battle of the sexes 

Tnus. (G, G) y (P, P) are both Nash equilibrium 

Matching pennies (Pares o Nones) - Simultaneous 



Match ing pennies (Pares o Nones) - Simultaneous 

1 2 
(1000, -1000) (-1000,!QQQ) 
(-1000,1.QQQ_) (1.QQQ.-1000) 

Match ing pennies (Pares o Nones) - Simultaneous 

1 2 
(1000, -1000) (-1000,!QQQ) 
(-1000,1.QQQ_) (1.QQQ.-1000) 

BR ( {
2 if51 = l 

i 51) = l 
if~=2 

There isno Nash equilibr;um in pure strategies 
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Nash equilibrium survive IDSDS 

Theorem 
Every Nash equilibrium ~ the iterative elimination of strictly dominated strategies 

Proof 

~ .. 
~r,i,i,l>o 

By contradict ion: 

.. Supposei t isnot t rue 

Proof 

By contradict ion: 

.. Supposei t isnot t rue 

.. Then we must have eliminated some st ra tegy in the Nash equilibr ium .J:. 



Proof 

By contradiction: 

.. Suppose it isnottrue 

.. Then we must have eliminated some stra tegy in the Nash equilibrium s' 

.. lets zoom in in the round where we first eliminate a strategy that is part of s• 

Proof 

By contradiction: 

.. Suppose it is not t rue 1 , ~ ~) 

.. Then we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equilibr iums' : (J,, Soi, ~- y Scl ••,1 S..., 

.. lets zoom in in the round where we first eliminate a strategy that is part of s• 

.. Without loss of generality say we eliminated the strategy J:_ of individual ~ 

Proof 

By contradiction· 

Proof 

.. Supposei t isnot true 

.. Then we must have eliminated some stra tegy in the Nash equilibr ium s• 

.. lets zoom in in the round where we first eliminate a strategy that is part of s' 

.. Without lossof generalitysayweeliminated the strategy s; of ind ividual i 

" ltmusthavebeenthat 

u;(;i ,!.J) < u;(~-, s~ V~ 5_; 

1,v,,.,"? • ..tic.C...t 
>-~ 

By contradiction· 

Proof 

.. Supposei t isnot true 

.. Then we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equilibr ium s· 

.. lets zoom in in the round where we first eliminate a strategy that is part of s' 

.. Withoutlossof generalitysayweeliminated thestrategysjofindividuali 

.. ltmusthavebeenthat 

.. lnparticular 

u;(s;' .s_;) < u;(s;, s_;)\/s_; E 5) 

{;:,.•) <",~·.;..!) 
G s;)s.. .. 2tc_s:i.) -=++=-

By contradiction: 

Proof 

.. Supposeit isnottrue 

.. Then we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equilibr ium s' 

.. lets zoom in in the round where we first eliminate a stra tegy that is part of s• 

.. Without loss of generality say we eliminated the strategy st of individual i 

.. ltmusthavebeenthat 

.. lnparticular 

.. But this meanss;' is not the best response of individual i tos~, 

By contradiction: 

.. Suppose it isnottrue 

.. Then we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equilibr ium s' 

.. lets zoom in in the round where we first eliminate a stra tegy that is part of s• 

.. Without loss of generality say we eliminated the strategy s; of individual i 

.. ltmusthavebeenthat 

u;(s;' , s_;) < u;(s; , S-;)Vs_, E 5_, 

.. lnparticular 

.. But this meanss;' is not the best response of individual j tos~, 

.. And this;s a contradiction' 

Nash equilibrium survive IDSDS 

'- 6 f 
h t-,1 v,o 

r o,rJ ,,t 



Proof 

First let's proof its a Nash Equilibr ium. The fact that is un ique is trivia l by the 
previous theorem 

Proof 
By contradiction: 

.. Suppose that the resu lts from IDSDS \;;, ) is not a Nash Equilibrium 

Proof 

First let's proof its a Nash Equilibr ium. The fact that is un ique is trivia l by the 
previous theorem 

Proof 
By contradiction: 

.. Suppose that the resu lts from JDSDS (s ' ) is not a Nash Equilibrium 

.. Forsomeindividualithereexits~ suchthat 

Proof 

First let's proof its a Nash Equil ibr ium. The fact that is un ique is trivia l by the 
previous theorem 

Proof 
By contradiction 

Proof 

.. Suppose that the resu lts from IDSDS (s· J is not a Nash Equilibrium 

.. For some individual ithereexitss,suchthat 

.. But then !;.could not have been eliminated 

First let"s proof its a Nash Equil ibr ium. The fact that is un ique is trivia l by the 
previous theorem 

Proof 
By contradiction 

.. Suppose that the results from IDSDS (s· J is not a Nash Equilibrium 

.. For some individual ithereexitss,suchthat 

.. But then s,could not have been eliminated 

.. And this is a contradiction! 
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Examples 
Cournot Competition 

D 

D 

D 

D 



Cournot Competition 

.. We will apply the concept of pure Nash equilibrium to an;;,lyze oligopoly markets 

Cournot Competition 

.. We will apply the concept of pure Nash equilibrium to an;;,lyze oligopoly markets 

.. Suppose thattherearetwofi rmsthat produce the same product have zero 
marginal cost of production 

Cournot Competition 

.. We will apply the concept of pure Nash equilibrium to analyze oligopoly markets 

.. Supposethattherearetwo lirmsthatproducethesameproducthavezero 
marginal cost of production . 

.. If firm land 2 produceq1 and qi unitsofthecommodityrespectively. the inverse 
demand function is given by 

P(Q) = 120 - Q, Q = q1 + <n-

Cournot Competition 

.. We will apply the concept of pure Nash equilibrium to analyze oligopoly markets 

.. Supposethattherearetwo lirmsthatproducethesameproducthavezero 
marginal cost of production . 

.. If firm land 2 produce qi and qi unitsofthecommodityrespectively, the inverse 
demand function is given by 

P(Q) = 120 - Q, Q = q1 + <n-

.. Strategy space is 5, = (0, + oo) 

t '"'""/Competitio" )-,7 F< !?,liA5, G,nf'l'tGN G,t> wt1i>/loe5 . 
.. We will apply the concept of pure Nash equilibrium to an;;,lyze oligopoly markets 

.. Suppose that there are two firms that produce the same product hav~ 
marginal cost of production 

.. If firm land2 produceq1 and Q:I. unitsofthecommod;tyrespectively, theinverse 

demandfunctionisgiv_'",-""-----, 

/P(o1 ~120~3 ~,,. ,,, ,._ . ...,'Jo ~;ucti?_=-f.· o 
.. Strategy space s5 = [O +oo) --=r, Sc: --P '->' _ J 
.. Theut1hty funct1onol player I 1sgven by _ T:,/{j,, \d, - ~) 

::::: :;::::::::: ::11: [rr.-(~;i;,~,t,, 
~~- ~ 0 

::.j/ ClO -Z'1,- t z.= 
.. Are there any stroctly dominant str;;,teg1es1 0 \ [ a Cl ... 7 

\~"-h 

Cournot Competition 

.. Arethereanystrictlydominantstr<1tegies1 



Cournot Competition 

.. Are there any strictly dominant str.itegies1 The .inswer is no , why7 

.. Are there any strictly dominated st rategies? 

Cournot Competition 

.. Are there any strictly dominant str.itegies1 The .inswer is no, why7 

.. Are there any strictly dominated strategies? 

.. Thestra tegiesq; E (120,+oo) .ire strictly dominated by the strategy 0 

Cournot Competition 

.. Are there any strictly dominant str.itegies? The answer is no , why? 

.. Arethereanystrictlydominated strategies? 

.. Thestrategiesq;E (120,+oo) .ire strictly dominated by the strategy 0 

.. Are there any others? given q_;, 

~(120- q; - q_;)q; = 120 - 2q, - q_; 

Cournot Competition 

.. Are there any strictly dominant str.itegies? The .inswer is no , why? 

.. Arethereanystrictlydominated st rategies7 

.. Thestra tegiesq; E (120,+oo) .ire strictly domina ted by the str.itegy 0 

.. Are there any others? given q_;, 

~(120- q; - q_;)q; = 120 - 2q, - q_; 

.. Therefore60st rict lydominatesany q; E (60, 120] 

Cournot Competition 

Cournot Competition 

.. for any q; E [0,60), the re exists some q_1 E [0, + oo) such that BR;(q- ;) = q; 

Cournot Competition 

.. for any q; E [0,60), the re exists some q_; E [0, + oo) such that BR;(q- ;) = q; 

.. Suchaq;canneverbest rictlydominated 



Cournot Competition 

.. for any q; E [0,60), the re exists some q_, E [0, + oo) such that BR;(q- ;) = q; 

.. Suchaq; canneverbestrictly dominated 

.. After one round of de let ion of strictly dominated strategies, we are left with : 
S; =[0, 60] 

Cournot Competition 

Cournot Competition 

BR,(q_ ;) = 120 ; q-; . 

.. q_; = [0,60] 

Cournot Competition 

.. q_; = [0,60] 

.. Thereforeq; E [0.30)arestrictlydominatedbyq, = 30 

Cournot Competition 

.. Therefore ~ a,est rictlydominatedby ~ 

.. , ~ sofdeletionofstrictlydominatedstrategies,weareleftwith 

~ 

Cournot Competition 

.. 45strictlydominatesall stra tegies q;E (45,60] 

.. ~ undsofdelet ionofstrictlydom inatedstrategies, we are left with 

~ 

Cournot Competition 

.. q_; = [30, 45] 

.. 37.5strictlydominatesall st rategiesq;E [30, 37.5] 

.. After four rounds of deletion of strictly dominated stra tegies, we are left with 
S; =[37 .5,45] 



Cournot Competition 

.. After(infinitely)maoyiteratioo5, theonlyremaioing5trategiesareg 

.. The unique solution by 10505 i5 qj = qi = 40 

Cournot Competition 

.. There will a lso be a unique Na5h equilibrium 

Cournot Competition 

.. There will a lso be a unique Na5h equilibrium 

BR,(q_ ;) = ~- / 

Cournot Competition 

.. There will a lso be a unique Na5h equilibrium 

"Q "' 

L 2.. 1cc<IAU""f~ ~SJ,.,c.c.~ 
z.. ):,u(tll;pli~ 

BR,(q_ ;) = 120;q_; _ 

.. At any Nash equilibrium. we must have: qj E BR1(q:i) and qi E BR2(qi) 

Cournot Competition 

.. There will a lso be a unique Nash equilibrium 

.. At any Nash equilibrium, we must have: qj E BR,(qi ) and qi E BR2(qi) 

Cournot Competition 

.. There will a lso be a unique Nash equilibrium 

.. At any Nash equilibrium, we must have: qj E BR,(qi ) and q;i E BRi(qi) 

qj = 120 ; qi, qi = 120; qj_ 

.. We can solve for qj and qi to obtain r./(J• 
~t.~ o· ~ ·~ J 

Cournot Competition vs Monopoly (cartel} 

.. In a p_erfectly compe~itive market , price equals marginal c~ nd the total 
quant1typroducedw1llbe~ 

Cournot Competition vs Monopoly (cartel} 

.. In a perfectly competitive market, price equals marginal cost and the total 
quantity produced will be 0= 120 

.. A monopoli5t would solve the follow ing maximization problem· 



Cournot Competition vs£Monopoly (cartel} / 

"' In a perfectly competitive market, price equals marginal cost and the total 
quantity produced will be 0= 120 

"' A m~ ist would solve the follow ing maximiz.ition problem 

5 x(l20 - ~ => k =60, P' =60, n m=3600. ) 

rr i@-)&. 

All,:~ 
?I!).~ 

Cournot Competition vs Monopoly (cartel) 

"' In a perfectly competitive market, price equals marginal cost and the total 
quantity produced will be 0= 120 

"' A monopolist would solve the follow ing maximiz.ition problem 

mix(l20 - 0)0 => o· = 60, p • = 60, n m = 3600 

"' The PfOfits to each firm in the Cournot Competition is less than h.i lf of the 
monopoly prof its 

Cournot Competition vs Monopoly (c.irtel} 

"' In a perfect ly competitive market , p!"iceequ.ilsmargin.ilcost and the total 
quantity produced will be O = 120. 

"' A monopolist would solve the follow ing maximization problem 

mix(l20- 0)0 => o· = 60, p • = 60, nm = 3600. 

"' The PfOlitstoeach firm in the Cournot Com pet ition is less than ha lf of the 
monopoly profits 

"' Ina duopoly, externalities are imposed on the other fi rm 

Cournot Competition - General case 

"' nfirmsare competing a la Cournot 

Cournot Competition - General case 

"' nfirmsare competing a la Cournot 

"' The inverse demand function is given by 

Cournot Competition - General case 

"' nfirmsare competing a la Cournot 

"' The inverse demand function is given by 

"' Suppose thatthecostfunctionisc;(q;)forfirmi 

Cournot Competition - General case 

"' nfirmsare competing a l.i Cournot 

"' The inverse demand function is given by 

"' Supposethatthecostfunctionisc;(q;)for firmi 

"' To simplify notation. let 0-; = L1,.:,qi 

~ 
1-,~ ~c) 

11:-" ~c) 

ar~c..o== &h 

.!f..,. tt, -:::.rr-i-- iga::> 
z.. 

t1~(3c>)· l~.::;.,5 

Tf,ttS, 30)> rr"/2. 
n z.(_'15, '.:30) c::. IL"' 

c!. 



Cournot Competition - General case 

"' nlirmsarecompetinga la Cournot 

"' The inverse demand function is given by 

"' Supposethatthecostfunctionisc;(q;)forfirmi 

"' To simplify notation, let Q_; = L u, qi 

mq~xp(q; + Q_ ,)q; - q(q;) 

Cournot Competition - General case 

"' Fir.;tordercondition implies: 

q;~(q; + Q_;) + P(q; + Q_,) = ~(q;) 

q;~(Q)+P{Q) = ~(qi) 

P(Q)- ~(q,) = -q;~(Q) 

P(Q)P~Q7(q;) = -%P~)~(Q) 

P(Q)- ~(q;) _ q; l 

~ - -o ! q,p(Q) 

Cournot Competition - General case 

P(Q) - ~(q;) _ q; I 

~ - -o ! q,p(QJ 

"' Therefore in a pure strategy Nash equilibrium (qj,q:i .. - .q~) with 
Q· = qj + qi + · q~ . we must have 

P(Q')-t(qi) qj I 
~ = -Q' ! q,p(Q·)' 

P(Q·) - ~(qi) qi I 

~ = -o- ! q_p(Q·) 

Cournot Competition - General case 

"' Suppose that al l firmshaveexactlythesamecostfunctionc 

Cournot Competition - General case 

"' let us conjecture that the re exists a pure strategy Nash equil ib,ium that is 
sym111etric , in which qj = qi = · · · q~ = q• 

Cournot Competition - General case 

"' let usconjecturethatthereexistsa pure strategy Nash equil ib,ium that is 
symmetric, in which qj = qi = · . · q~ = q• 

"' lnthiscaseQ· =nq" 

P(nq•) - ¾ (q•) 1 1 

~ = -,;fQ,P(nq•) 

Cournot Competition - General case 

"' let us conjecture that the re exists a pure strategy Nash equil ib,ium that is 
symmetric . in which qj = qi = · · · q~ = q• 

"' In this case Q· = nq• 

"' Rewrit ing 

P(nq•) - ¾ (q•) 1 1 

~ = - ,; fQ,P (nq•) 

P(Q") = __ l _ i!'. (<?:.). 
l+i~dq n 
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Examples 

Cartels 

Cartels 

.. Supposetherearethreefirmswhofacezeromarginalcost 

.. The inverse demand function is given by 

p(qi + qi + q3)= 1 - qi - qi - q3 = 1 - Q 
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.. Supposetherearethreefirmswhofacezeromarginalcost 

.. The inverse demand function is given by 

p(qi +q;,+ q3) = 1-qi -q;,-q3 = 1- Q 

.. The first order condition gives 

1-2q1-Q ;= 0 => q; = l-2Q_; => BR,(O-,) = l-2Q_;_ 

Cartels 

.. Supposetherearethreefirmswhofacezeromarginalcost 

.. The inverse demand function is given by 

.. The first order condition gives 

1 - 2q; - Q_, = 0 => q; = l - 2Q_; => BR,(Q_,) = l-2Q_;_ 

.. In a Nash equil ibrium we must have· 

Cartels 

qi= 1 - q~ - qj 

qi = 1-q~ -q3 

qj = 1-q~-qi 

.. Theeasiestwaytosolvethisfirst. let us add the threeequationstoget 

o· = ~ - o· = o· = ~-
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.. Theeasiestwaytosolvethisfirst. let us add thethreeequationstoget 

o· = ~ - o· = o· = ~-

.. Note that 

qj =~ _ qi ;q3 => ~ = ~ - ~ => qj = ~-

Cartels 

.. Theeasiestwaytosolvethisfirst. let us add thethreeequationstoget 

o· = ~ - o· = o· = ~-

.. Note that 

qj = ~ - qi; qj => ~ = ~ - ~ => qj = ~-

.. qj =qi=qJ= ¼ 



Cartels 

~ Theeasiest waytosolvethisfirst, let usaddthe thr~equationstoget 

o· = ~ - o· = o· = ~. 

~ Note that 

qj = ~ - qi ; qj = ~ = ~ - ~ = qj = ~. 

~ qj =qi =qj = ¾ 

~ Price is p' = 1/ 4 and all firms get the same profits of 1/ 16 

Cartels 

~ Two of the firms merge into firm A. while one of the firms remains single, call 
that fi rm B 

Cartels 

~ Two of the fi rms merge into firm A. while one of the firms remains single, call 
that fi rm B 

~ Each firm then again faces the profit maximization problem 

Cartels 

~ Two of the fi rms merge into firm A. while one of the firms remains single, call 
that fi rm B 

~ Each firm then again faces the profit maximization problem 

~ Therefore 

Cartels 

~ Solving this 

Cartels 

~ Solving this 

~ The price is t hen p' = 1/ 3 

Cartels 

~ Solving this 

~ The price is t hen p' = 1/ 3 

qA= i-2 qfl 

qfl= l ~ qA. 

~ If the profits are shared equally among firms I and 2 who have merged , then 
profits of firms land 2 are 1/ 18 whereas fi rm ]obtains a profitofl / 9 



Cartels 

~ Solving this 

~ The price is then p' = 1/ 3 

~ If the profits are shared equally among firms I and 2 who have merged , then 
profits of firms land 2 are 1/ 18 whereas firm ]obtains a prof itofl / 9 

~ Firms land 2 suffered, whi le firm 3 isbetteroffl 

Cartels 

~ Solving this 

~ The price is then p• = 1/ 3 

~ If the profits are shared equally among firms land 2 who have merged , then 
profits of firms land 2are 1/ 18 whereas firm ]obtains a prof itofl / 9 

~ Firms land 2 suffered, whi le firm 3 isbetteroffl 

~ Firm 3 is obtaining a disproportionate share of the joint profits (more than 1/ 3) 

Cartels 

~ You might expect that 3 may want to join the cartel as we ll 

Cartels 

~ You might expect that 3 may want to join the cartel as we ll 

~ In the monopo li st problem, we solve 

Cartels 

~ You might expect that 3 may want to join the cartel as wel l ... 

~ lnthemonopo li stproblem,wesolve 

~ Total profits then are given by¼ wh;ch means that each firm obtains a profit of 

b: < ½ 

Cartels 

~ You might expect that 3 may want to join the cartel as wel l ... 

~ In the monopo li st problem, we solve 

~ Total profits then are given by¼ wh ich means that each firm obtains a profit of 

b: < ½ 

~ Firm ]clearly wants to stay out 

Cartels 

There are many ifficultiesassoc iated with sustain;ngcollusiveagreements(e.g., the 
OPEC cartel) 


